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Abstract

A special challenge posed by the international humanitarian law (IHL) principle of equality of belligerents in the context of non-international armed conflict is the capacity of armed opposition groups to pass sentences on individuals for acts related to the hostilities. Today this situation is conflated by the concurrent application of international human rights and criminal law. The fair trial provisions of IHL can incorporate their human rights equivalents either qua human rights law or by analogy, recognizing that human rights law does not account for the anomalous relationship between a state and non-state party. It is argued that the preferred solution is the latter. This would put greater focus on the actual fairness of insurgent courts rather than on their legal basis. Moreover, it would be consistent with the equality of belligerents principle, a vital condition to encourage IHL compliance by armed opposition groups.

* This contribution is an abridged version of the author’s thesis, University Centre for International Humanitarian Law, Geneva, which was awarded the 2007 Henry Dunant Prize.
That until that day
The dream of lasting peace, world citizenship
Rule of international morality
Will remain but a fleeting illusion
To be pursued, but never attained
Now everywhere is war.

Emperor Haile Selassie I (as immortalized by Bob Marley in the anthem War)

It is quite likely that if states were to convene today in order to draft Common Article 3, the provision of the Geneva Conventions regulating non-international armed conflict, nothing would come of the effort. Even though the text of Common Article 3 explicitly declares that the “provisions shall not affect the legal status of the Parties to the conflict”, states are more concerned about the implicit status that the invocation of Common Article 3 grants to armed opposition groups – a de facto recognition of some sort of equality with an entity threatening the state’s sovereign status and, quite possibly, very existence. Such apprehension clearly existed prior to 1949, and largely accounts for the historical absence from the law of war of internal armed conflict treaty regulation. It also explains why it has been said that the drafting of Common Article 3 “gave rise to some of the most prolonged and difficult discussions at the Geneva Conference”.1

Today, the proliferation of the image of international terrorism, as well as the drastically increased ability of non-state opposition groups not only to wage war, but also to mimic the functions of a state, has struck deeply into the psyche of states.

The principle of equality of belligerents, central to the traditional law of armed conflict, is arguably the most disagreeable aspect for states when it comes to adopting a law of non-international armed conflict. By its very nature, the principle strikes at the central tenet of the state, that being its authority over its constituents. Nevertheless, a humanitarian consensus was reached at the 1949 Diplomatic Conference in Geneva (Geneva Conference) imposing obligations on both state and non-state parties to a conflict, albeit in a trade-off that provided a minimum level of protection for a maximum scope of coverage.

Equality in non-international armed conflict, to the extent it exists, is consequently a more limited concept than in international armed conflict. This is due in part to the above-mentioned compromise based on minimum protection and stemming from the asymmetry of the parties. Most of the provisions of Common Article 3 are strictly limited to fundamental humanitarian protections, such as the prohibition of murder or ill-treatment. The fulfilment of these provisions by belligerent parties requires no legal capacity. Yet one provision of Common Article 3 directly impacts on the domain traditionally reserved to the

state: the administration of criminal justice. Article 3(1)(d), protecting persons not or no longer taking part in hostilities, prohibits “the passing of sentences and the carrying out of executions without previous judgment pronounced by a regularly constituted court, affording all the judicial guarantees which are recognized as indispensable by civilized peoples”.

Two possible conclusions can be drawn from the wording of Common Article 3(1)(d). The first is that it was adopted by states in a spirit of “inequality” consistent with traditional state monopoly on the administration of justice under domestic law. Under this interpretation, Article 3(1)(d) would effectively prohibit armed opposition groups from passing sentences or carrying out executions (except possibly where they have gained control over existing courts), as armed opposition groups would not be deemed to have the requisite capacity to establish a “regularly constituted” court and/or to legislate to meet the judicial guarantees component. Alternatively, armed opposition groups would have the legal capacity, a conclusion which would require states to accept a parallel non-state legislative and judicial system outside of their authority. The result is either a situation in which the principle of equality loses its effective meaning, or one in which a state is potentially obliged to relinquish fundamental components of its sovereignty to a proven enemy-from-within. Common Article 3 has been supplemented by Additional Protocol II to the Geneva Conventions (AP II), covering situations of non-international armed conflict. Applying only to high-threshold conflicts, it loosens the legal basis requirement while enumerating the judicial guarantees of Common Article 3.

Originally, the dilemma could be pursued within the contained legal regime of international humanitarian law (IHL), but gradually other areas of international law have become essential to the equation. While it is clear today that the international regimes of humanitarian, human rights and criminal law are generally interactive, in 1949 there were no binding international norms of international human rights law or international criminal law relating to non-international armed conflict. The personal scope of coverage of the legal regimes is also asymmetrical, which may lead to gaps in protection: IHL creates obligations on states and armed opposition groups and human rights law imposes obligations on states (and arguably armed opposition groups), whereas international criminal law deals essentially with individual responsibility (while imposing certain obligations at state and arguably armed opposition group level). As international criminal law incorporates human rights standards to interpret Common Article 3(1)(d), the provisions of the three international law regimes become cross-referential. Moreover, any hierarchy in the relationship of the legal regimes must be considered. All of these factors may result in the lack of coherence amongst the regimes, having a potential effect on the equality of belligerents with respect to fair trial guarantees.

The principle of equality of belligerents is especially sensitive in non-international armed conflict, due to the lack of combatant immunity. Effective equality would dictate that both sides would be able to prosecute captured combatants for mere participation in hostilities. In international armed conflict,
this would pose no conceptual problems. Yet non-international armed conflict is a different story. If state authorities alone, due to their traditional monopoly on legislative and judicial organs, are allowed to prosecute rebel soldiers for mere participation in hostilities, and not vice versa, the question of equality comes into question.

An effective principle of equality would require that armed opposition groups have the legal capacity to exercise the rights which flow from the obligations and prohibitions of IHL. Otherwise there is little left to convince them to comply with IHL at all. As the obligations and prohibitions are derived directly from international law, the corresponding rights should also exist in international law. This would compensate for the asymmetrical relationship of the parties, wherein the armed opposition group is a sub-state entity subject to the authority of the state. To the extent that the fair trial provisions of IHL require the right to legislate in order to establish courts and enact penal provisions covering conduct related to the conflict, such capacity should exist independent of the state party. On the other hand, the protection of individuals not (or no longer) participating in hostilities requires that they be afforded proper judicial guarantees if prosecuted for an offence related to hostilities. This balance can be best realized by an interpretation of the IHL penal provisions which grants those armed opposition groups possessing the capability in fact to meet the requirements of the law of non-international armed conflict with the de jure capacity to establish courts and legislate relevant penal sanctions, regardless of de jure status. Such a balance would demand that these courts operate according to a reasonable interpretation of the judicial guarantee requirements which is sensitive to the asymmetrical relationship between states and armed opposition groups, without reducing the de facto level of protection.

After assessing the notion of equality in non-international armed conflicts, this article will first take a critical look at the consequences of the interaction between IHL, human rights law and international criminal law in the context of armed opposition group capacity to pass sentences. Section 2 will then analyse the IHL provisions dealing with the passing of sentences and will be followed by a case study of two armed opposition groups which have done so in El Salvador and Nepal. Finally, in section 4, the issue will be looked at from the perspective of the international and individual responsibility of armed opposition groups and their members or affiliates, before proposing a means of confronting the practical and legal difficulties posed by the qualified prohibition on the passing of sentences.

---

2 Of course, it is not at issue in international armed conflict, as combatant immunity exists under Geneva Convention III.

I. Equality of belligerents in non-international armed conflict

1.1. Assessing equality

Although the principle of equality of belligerents in the law of armed conflict is fundamental to the distinction between *jus ad bellum* and *jus in bello*, it does not explicitly appear anywhere in the Geneva Conventions of 1949. In the seminal treatment of the subject, Meyrowitz puts to rest any suggestion that an “unjust” belligerent should be treated differently from a “just” belligerent, even in situations where one belligerent is deemed an aggressor or during wars of national liberation. He concludes,

L’égalité des belligérants devant le *jus in bello* est un principe qui sous-tend le droit moderne de la guerre, principe qui allait tellement de soi qu’il n’avait pas besoin d’être formulé. Il est certain que ce principe est toujours solidement établi en droit positif.4

More recently this point of view has been affirmed by both the International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC) and a number of legal commentators.5

Yet while the principle is undoubtedly established in the law of international armed conflict, there is good reason to question its status in the law of non-international armed conflict. This is because international law, or the law of nations as it was once termed, traditionally regulates interactions between sovereign and equal states. As Vattel put it, “A dwarf is as much a man as a giant; a small republic is no less a sovereign state than the most powerful kingdom.”6

There is of course no such traditional horizontal deference when it comes to the relationship between a state and an armed opposition group, as such groups have been considered to be under the vertical domain of domestic law – even though a dwarf state may be de facto less of a man than a giant armed opposition group.

---

4 Henri Meyrowitz, *Le Principe de L’égalité des Belligérants Devant Le Droit de La Guerre* Éditions A. Pedone, Paris, 1970, p. 400. Translated: “The equality of belligerents in *jus in bello* is an underlying principle of the modern law of war, a principle that was so self-evident that it needed no formulation. This principle is certainly still as firmly established as ever in positive law.”


This axiomatic difference renders any analogous extension of the equality principle to internal conflict difficult. Based on the asymmetrical quality of the parties, one may therefore expect that the principle of equality of belligerents has not experienced a smooth transition into the law of non-international armed conflict.

Common Article 3 binds each party to the conflict. The ICRC Commentary to Article 3 (Geneva Commentary) proclaims that the words “each party” mark a step forward in international law. This statement is undoubtedly true, but the final text of AP II of 1977 may just as easily mark a step back. The 1973 ICRC Draft Protocol II was based on Four Principles, one of them being that “the guarantees should be granted to both sides of such conflicts on a basis of complete equality”. Draft Article 5 clearly enunciated such a principle:

The rights and duties of the parties to the conflict under the present Protocol are equally valid for all of them.

However, when it became clear that AP II was in serious danger of being rejected at the Diplomatic Conference, Pakistan took the initiative to get rid of “any provision which made it appear that the two sides were on the same level or had equal rights”. Draft Article 5 was dropped, and the final text included no reference at all to parties to the conflict. The delegate from Zaire justified the rejection of the Draft Protocol, declaring that some of its provisions treated “a sovereign state and a group of insurgent nationals, a legal Government and a group of outlaws, a subject of international law and a subject of domestic law, on an equal footing”. This statement is especially revealing, as it alludes to the position of many states that did not exist at the time of the Geneva Conference of 1949, and it was reaffirmed at the First Periodical Meeting on Humanitarian Law in 1998, about which Zegveld notes,

[S]everal states re-emphasized their objections to the qualifications of armed opposition groups as a party to the conflict within the meaning of international humanitarian law. In their view, the better way to deal with internal conflicts is through international criminal prosecution of individuals.

10 Bothe et al., above note 8, p. 606.
One may therefore question the assertion of the Commentary to AP II, which alleges that the Protocol grants “the same rights and impose[s] the same duties on both the established government and the insurgent party”.\textsuperscript{13} In fact these developments may even cause one to speculate as to the durability of the principle of equality in non-international armed conflict overall.\textsuperscript{14}

The issue of how armed opposition groups are bound by IHL cannot be separated from the notion of equality, as only states have the requisite legal personality to become parties to the Geneva Conventions and Additional Protocols. With respect to Common Article 3, the Geneva Commentary suggests that armed opposition groups are bound due to a principle of “effective sovereignty” over territory.\textsuperscript{15} Such an argument is compelling from a perspective of equality, as it purports to bind armed opposition groups in the same way that successive governments are bound by the international obligations of their predecessors. The weakness is, however, revealed in its scope of coverage, as, according to the Commentary, only those groups who “claim to represent the country, or part of the country” would be bound.\textsuperscript{16}

An alternative yet popular view is that armed opposition groups are bound by nature of the customary status of the obligation requiring them to respect Common Article 3 (as distinct from the customary status of Common Article 3 itself). The Special Court for Sierra Leone (SCSL) has pronounced that there is now no doubt that [Common Article 3] is binding on States and insurgents alike, and that insurgents are subject to international humanitarian law … [a] convincing theory is that [insurgents] are bound as a matter of customary international law to observe the obligations declared by [Common Article 3] which is aimed at the protection of humanity.\textsuperscript{17}

While this explanation may suffice for purposes of imposing international responsibility, the reasoning does not point towards equality if the practice of states alone determines the customary rule. Surely equality, in the broad, everyday

\textsuperscript{13} Yves Sandoz, Christophe Swinarski and Bruno Zimmermann (eds.), \textit{Commentary on the Additional Protocols of 8 June 1977 to the Geneva Conventions of 12 August 1949}, ICRC, Martinus Nijhoff Publishers, Geneva, Dordrecht, 1987, para. 4442. The failure to form a consensus on equal application is also highlighted by the different comments of the Belgian and Sudanese delegations to the CDDH. Belgium pointed to Article 1, wherein AP II “develops and supplements” Common Article 3, in order to conclude “the basic sovereign principle that the obligations of the Protocol are equally binding on both Parties to the conflict.” (CDDH, Vol. VII, Annex p.76, reproduced in Sassoli and Bouvier, above note 5, p. 964. Sudan stated that AP II is “simply a concession on the part of States”. CDDH/SR.56, para. 37.

\textsuperscript{14} Doswald-Beck argues that equality of belligerents “in every respect” is inappropriate for non-international armed conflict, as states do not accept the principle. Sassoli and Bouvier alternatively contend that while IHL respects the principle of equality in non-international armed conflict, “it cannot request domestic law to do so”. See Louise Doswald-Beck, “The Right to Life in Armed Conflict: Does International Humanitarian Law Provide all the Answers?”, \textit{International Review of the Red Cross}, no. 864 (December 2006), p. 903; Sassoli and Bouvier, above note 5, p. 108.

\textsuperscript{15} Commentary IV, above note 7, p. 37.

\textsuperscript{16} Ibid., p. 37. However, effective sovereignty should not depend on intention but on fact.

\textsuperscript{17} \textit{Kallon, Kamara, Decision on Challenge to Jurisdiction: Lomé Accord Amnesty}, SCSL-04-15-PT-060, 13 March 2004, paras. 45, 47.
sense of the term, would demand that in order for insurgents to be bound by a customary rule, their practice would need to be taken into account.

Sassoli, who advocates an “ownership” approach to the promotion of respect for IHL by armed opposition groups, claims that these non-state actors already participate in the formation of customary IHL and human rights law. The view that “rebel practice” and opinion helps to form the customary law of IHL is supported by the International Criminal Tribunal for the former Yugoslavia (ICTY) Tadić Jurisdiction decision and the Report of the UN Commission of Enquiry on Darfur (Darfur Commission). However, it is noteworthy that neither the ICTY Appeals Chamber nor the Darfur Commission pointed to any rebel practice that contradicted IHL norms created by states. One may therefore question whether this partial acceptance of rebel practice is akin to the right to exercise a democratic vote under a totalitarian regime.

Customary International Humanitarian Law (ICRC Study), conversely, does not take rebel practice into consideration, declaring that “its legal significance is unclear”. Jean-Marie Henckaerts, a co-editor of the ICRC Study, has unequivocally stated that “Under current international law, only State practice can create customary international law”. While a theory that non-state actor participation in the development of customary law may make a great deal of sense in a post-Westphalian order, it remains controversial. At any rate, the notion that armed opposition groups are bound by the customary nature of their Common Article 3 obligations makes one question the meaning of “equality” if they have been unable to participate in its formation.

The binding nature of AP II, which is not fully considered as customary law, is even more problematic. Sivakumaran contends that the only way that...
armed opposition groups will be bound in all circumstances is through the principle of domestic legislative jurisdiction, wherein armed opposition groups are simply subject to domestic law.\textsuperscript{24} From a perspective of international duties, such an approach removes armed opposition groups from being the addressees of AP II. Yet, as Cassese correctly points out, it is not the status of rebels at domestic law, but at international law, that is at issue.\textsuperscript{25} In the case of fair trial guarantees, the distinction is essential, assuming that domestic law would prohibit armed opposition groups from operating courts. Cassese instead looks to the customary law of treaties to conclude that armed opposition groups are only bound based on their consent to be bound.\textsuperscript{26} While this conclusion would be consistent with any definition of the principle of equality, the result would be similar to the theory of the Common Article 3 Commentary, as it would leave many armed opposition groups outside of the scope of coverage by AP II.

1.2. Equality vs. parity

The above analysis highlights the dilemma in the application of the principle of equality of belligerents to the vertical relationship between state and non-state entities. It is clear that the principle of equality of belligerents cannot be transposed from international armed conflict if equality is to refer to the rights of the parties in relation to their ability to affect the law, rather than simply to their ability to act under the law.

One way around this problem is to acknowledge that the principle of equality of belligerents is a narrow concept that does not extend to status. The principle does not necessarily mean equal standing, but \textit{equal rights and obligations flowing from the international law norms regulating the subject matter of IHL}. The significance of the term “international law” here requires further clarification. First, “international law” limits the scope of equality by excluding rules of municipal law, both state and insurgent, from the equation. Second, “international law” is not limited to IHL itself, but encompasses all international norms which have a bearing on the rights and obligations flowing from Common Article 3, AP II and the customary law of non-international armed conflict. These additional norms include international human rights law, international criminal law and international terrorism conventions.

We can therefore apply the term “parity” to represent a general equality of status as exists between states at international law, while restricting “equality” to the notion captured in the definition above. Disparity may mean that states have more general rights and obligations than armed opposition groups, but their rights and obligations with respect to the IHL subject matter should remain equal.

\textsuperscript{26} Ibid., pp. 428–30.
For example, the creation of an international norm applying a strict definition of torture contained in the UN Convention against Torture (CAT), a human rights treaty, to the prohibition of torture contained in Common Article 3(1)(a) would in fact create an inequality (favouring the armed opposition group), as the definition requires the act to be committed by a “public official” or “person acting in an official capacity”. In fact, the ICTY Čelebići decision reinterpreted the “traditional” definition of torture in order to extend the concept of “official capacity” to armed opposition groups during armed conflict – in line with the equality principle – although such equality may not necessarily be maintained outside armed conflict. While the severing of equality from parity may suffice to bring most issues which arise in non-international armed conflict under the principle of equality, the capacity of armed opposition groups to pass sentences remains problematic due to the convergence of the different international law regimes.

2. Convergence of international humanitarian, international human rights and international criminal law

2.1. Human rights implications

While it is no doubt true that the convergence of IHL and international human rights law has for the most part found a comfortable fit, Lubell notes that “[t]he focus of the arguments is now shifting from the question of if human rights law applies during armed conflict to that of how it applies, and to the practical problems encountered in its application.” The intention here is to concentrate on one aspect that has not been generally tackled: the problem (from the point of view of armed opposition groups) of the convergence with respect to the passing of sentence during non-international armed conflict. Specifically, international human rights law requires that anyone being prosecuted on criminal charges is entitled to a hearing “by a competent, independent and impartial tribunal established by law”. To the extent that the “regularly constituted” requirement of IHL incorporates the “established by law” criterion as understood by human

27 Article 1of the Convention Against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment, 26 June 1987, 1465 UNTS 85.
31 These principles are taken from Article 14 of the ICCPR, and are also expressed in the regional human rights treaties. See ECHR Article 6 and I-ACHR Article 8.
rights law, an armed opposition group may be barred from passing sentences. Furthermore, the judicial guarantees requirement is also at issue due to possible interpretations of the human rights *nullum crimen sine lege* requirement. The equality of belligerents, a principle with which human rights law is not concerned, is a potential casualty of the convergence.

The dilemma can be put in context by looking at how the two separate legal regimes (the law of non-international armed conflict and human rights law) came of age, since at the end of the Second World War neither regime existed in international law. With respect to the negotiations at the Geneva Conference of 1949, Elders points out, “Of course any suggestion that the [1948 Declaration on the Rights of Man] was a binding instrument of international law …would have been met with looks of incredulous surprise.” Therefore, in negotiating the codification of minimum humanitarian norms to regulate non-international armed conflict for the first time, it would not have been especially problematic for the Geneva Conference delegates to assume that Common Article 3(1)(d) was a self-contained system which could theoretically be equally applied by state and non-state parties.

### 2.1.1. Established by law

Although the term “established by law” eventually became the norm of binding human rights instruments, including the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR), it did not make its debut until 1950 in Article 6 of the European Convention on Human Rights. The Nowak commentary states that the word “competent”, as appearing in Article 14 of the ICCPR, “merely represents a more specific formulation of established by law”, and then continues,

> Both conditions are to ensure that the jurisdictional power of a tribunal is determined generally and independent of the given case, i.e., not arbitrarily by a specific administrative act. The term “law” is … to be understood in the strict sense of a general-abstract parliamentary law or an equivalent, unwritten norm of common law, which must be accessible to all persons subject to it. A law of this sort must establish the tribunals and define the subject matter and territorial scope of their jurisdiction.

The European Court of Human Rights has summarized its case law in the decision of *Coeme et al. v. Belgium*, stating that “the object of the term “established by law” in Article 6 of the Convention is to ensure “that the judicial organisation in a democratic society [does] not depend on the discretion of the Executive, but that it [is] regulated by law emanating from Parliament”.

---


(HRC) did not consider the “established by law” criterion, stating that it “does not deal with questions of constitutionality, but whether a law is in conformity with the Covenant”. This Communication has been the subject of scrutiny, as commentators have noted that “the constitutionality or legality of a tribunal’s existence is an issue with which the HRC should be concerned”.

The term “established by law” has also been considered by the ICTY Appeals Chamber Tadić (jurisdiction) decision. In assessing its own competency, the Court endeavoured to distinguish the international nature of the tribunal in order to loosen the problematic legislative requirement. The Court effectively created a two-tier system affirming in a municipal setting the responsibility of a state to guarantee the right to have criminal charges determined by a tribunal “established by law”. By contrast, in an international setting, “established by law” was watered down to mean “in accordance with the rule of law”, whereby a tribunal must be established by a competent organ (e.g. the Security Council) and observe requirements of procedural fairness.

The case law of both treaty bodies treats the legal basis of “established by law” as a separate requirement from judicial guarantees. On the other hand the ICTY, at least with respect to international tribunals, considers essential guarantees to form part of the legal basis. The latter determination has been properly criticized as rendering “established by law” redundant. Yet in none of the determinations were the rights and responsibilities of purely non-state actors considered.

2.1.2. Addressees of the law

A related and important issue in our analysis of the convergence of IHL and human rights law obligations is the asymmetry of the addressees. The imposition of IHL of non-international armed conflict obligations directly on both the state and non-state parties to a conflict is seen as a radical step in international law. Human rights treaties, however, were drafted by states within a more conventional framework, having only the obligations of states in mind. In its 3rd Report on Colombia, the Inter-American Commission of Human Rights stated,

37 Tadić (Jurisdiction), above note 19, para. 42.
38 Ibid., para. 45.
39 For criticism, see Jose E. Alvarez, “Nuremberg Revisited: The Tadić Case”, European Journal of International Law, Vol. 7, no. 2 (1996), p. 17 of online version available at http://www.ejil.org/journal/Vol7/No2/art2.pdf (last visited 18 September 2007). While the Appeals Chamber seemed to put some emphasis on the Security Council being a competent organ, such an argument is inconsistent with Nowak, above note 33, wherein “competent” was equated with “established by law”. The judgment would also seem to run foul of the theory that the Security Council does not have the competence to legislate.
[H]umanitarian law rules governing internal hostilities apply equally to and expressly bind all the parties to the conflict, i.e. State security forces, dissident armed groups and all of their respective agents and proxies. In contrast, human rights law generally applies to only one party to the conflict, namely the State and its agents.  

In applying human rights law, the Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights (OHCHR) in Nepal differentiated between “obligations” of states and “commitments” of armed opposition groups.

Clapham, a strong advocate for extending human rights obligations to non-state actors in general, suggests that even though the HRC goes out of its way to stress that the ICCPR does not create obligations for non-state actors, the “careful phrasing” of its General Comment 31 leaves the door open for an interpretation that general international law may in fact extend such obligations.

Regarding Darfur, the Human Rights Commission has stated that “[t]he rebel forces also appear to violate human rights and humanitarian law.” Further examples of international bodies seeming to hold armed opposition groups accountable for human rights violations are quite numerous. It must be concluded that the jury is still out on the human rights law obligations of armed opposition groups.

The implications for our purposes are quite severe. With respect to a legal basis for detention in non-international armed conflict, asymmetry would create a gap in protection for individuals detained by armed opposition groups – IHL is silent on the subject matter and the human rights norm of freedom from arbitrary detention would only apply to the state party. This would in fact allow armed

42 Andrew Clapham, Human Rights Obligations of Non-State Actors, Oxford University Press, Oxford, 2006, pp. 328–9. The relevant part of General Comment 31, para. 8, reads, “[the obligations to ensure respect for the Covenant] are binding on State parties, and do not, as such, have direct horizontal effect as a matter of international law”. Available at http://www.ohchr.org/english/bodies/hrc/comments.htm. Although Clapham does not mention what aspect of the phrasing is “careful”, one can assume that he is referring to “as such”.
44 For examples and discussion, see Clapham, above note 42, pp. 281–5.
46 The carrying out of executions would still require a fair trial. For discussion on the right to detain without trial see Zegveld, above note 12, pp. 65–7, where she points out that some (but certainly not all) international bodies have dubiously filled the gap by importing either human rights standards for application to armed opposition groups, or by applying the law of occupation by analogy. While asymmetrical application would create disparity, it would not create inequality according to our definition as the norm derives from human rights law rather than IHL.
opposition groups to detain with impunity (from the viewpoint of international law) and would thereby act as a disincentive to provide for fair trials, since their international responsibility would only be invoked on the passing of sentences. Furthermore, the obligation on states to protect human rights may at any rate prevent states from recognizing the capacity of armed opposition groups to create courts if such courts are not considered to be “established by law”.

2.1.3. Derogations

Another discrepancy to consider is that human rights law allows for derogations from some of its provisions under certain stringent conditions where the “life of the nation” or “security or independence of the State party” is threatened. For our purposes, such derogation must be strictly required and consistent with other obligations of international law, for example IHL. Already here the problem of applying this principle to armed opposition groups is exposed. First, the personal scope of the capacity to derogate hardly seems to accommodate an armed opposition group. Second, the very existence of an armed opposition group involved in an armed conflict will mean that the derogation regime would tend to become the norm. The issue is especially relevant to the passing of sentence in situations of non-international armed conflict, since the “established by law” requirement has been considered a quasi non-derogable human rights obligation, and the *nullum crimen sine lege *requirement is expressly non-derogable.

2.2. International criminal law: completing the circle

Until the 1995 ICTY *Tadić* (Jurisdiction) decision, the same “incredulous looks” associated with the suggestion that human rights instruments imposed obligations in 1949 would have followed a suggestion that breaches of Common Article 3 attract international individual criminal responsibility. The Appeals Chamber, using a very thin retrospective of state practice and *opinio juris*, came to the conclusion that customary law creates individual criminal liability for Common

---

47 ICCPR Article 4; ECHR Article 15; I-ACHR Article 27
48 Ibid.
49 See General Comment 29, CCPR/C/21/Rev.1/Add.11, 31 August 2001, para. 16 and Article 27(2) of the Inter-American Convention on Human Rights. While the Comment considers that “fundamental guarantees must be respected during a state of emergency”, it does not make reference to “established by law”, instead stating that “only a court of law may try and convict a person for a criminal offence.” Article 27 prohibits derogations from the judicial guarantees essential to the protection of non-derogable rights, a notion which would be invoked and create a special regime in cases of the death penalty.
50 See Theodor Meron, “International Criminalization of Internal Atrocities”, *American Journal of International Law*, Vol. 89, no. 3 (1995), pp.559–63, where he notes that even the ICRC did not recognize such liability. Meron argues that criminalization has been confused with jurisdiction, which in his view accounts for the conservative view towards the individual responsibility of Common Article 3 violations. The Security Council, however, had already, and for the first time, criminalized violations of Common Article 3 in the ICTR Statute, and Meron points to some sources in the early 1990s (all Western) which had advocated the criminalization of Common Article 3.
Certainly the ruling was a catalyst for self-fulfilling prophecy, as today, just over ten years later, the notion is established as a treaty obligation on the more than 100 states parties to the ICC.52

The imposition of criminal responsibility for breaches of Common Article 3(1)(d) under Article 8(2)(c)(iv) of the ICC Statute complicates the puzzle with respect to equality of belligerents. First, it adds a further personal scope of coverage to the subject matter of Common Article 3, already made complex by the asymmetrical application of IHL and human rights law. This can lead to different outcomes for different classes of subjects exposed to different standards, for example, when it comes to command responsibility. Second, Article 21(3) of the ICC statute declares that the application and interpretation of the relevant law “must be consistent with internationally recognized human rights”.53 In effect, this creates what Pellet critically calls a “super-legality”, wherein a hierarchy of norms gives an “intrinsic superiority” to certain rules due to their subject matter rather than their source.54 Although one may be tempted to conclude that Article 21(3) refers only to procedural measures of the ICC, Arsanjani calls the provision “sweeping language”, creating a standard “against which all the law applied by the court should be tested”.55 Accordingly, “regularly constituted” could be interpreted to encompass the state-centric human rights notion of “established by law” when it comes to individual responsibility but not necessarily state responsibility.

The principle of complementarity means that much of the effect of the ICC Statute will be realized within domestic jurisdictions controlled by courts of the state party, outside the scrutiny of international mechanisms. It is conceivable that a state, under cover of Article 21(3), may prosecute (or threaten the prosecution of) individuals associated with insurgent courts for the sake of political leverage, even when the armed opposition group in general, and these individuals specifically, respected IHL. The result would be a disturbing situation wherein the cross-referential interaction of IHL, human rights law and international criminal law would impose more exacting conditions for individual penal responsibility than for international responsibility.

51 ICTY, Tadić (Jurisdiction), above note 19, paras. 128–134.
52 ICC Statute Article 8(2)(c). It was easier for the ICC treaty drafters to include emerging law, or create new law, as ICC jurisdiction is not retroactive, whereas the ICTY jurisdiction applies retroactively.
53 ICC Statute, Article 21(3).
3. The passing of sentences under international humanitarian law

3.1. Common Article 3(1)(d) and Additional Protocol II Article 6(2)

The text of Common Article 3(1)(d) prohibits both governments and armed opposition groups from passing sentence unless by a “regularly constituted court affording all the judicial guarantees recognized as indispensable by civilized peoples”. This article is divisible into two requirements, the first – “regularly constituted court” – addressing the legal basis for passing sentence, and the second addressing the judicial guarantees. While such proscriptive language does not in itself provide any legal basis for the establishment and operation of courts by armed opposition groups, it does not explicitly prohibit it either. Zegveld, in her seminal text on accountability of armed opposition groups, notes that the prohibition “does not make clear what specifically is expected from armed opposition groups”.

AP II, which “develops and supplements [Common Article 3] without modifying its existing conditions of application”, also divides the prohibition into two parts. The chapeau of Article 6(2) prevents the passing of sentences “except pursuant to a conviction by a court offering all the essential guarantees of independence and impartiality”. In relation to Common Article 3, the first requirement drops the “regularly constituted” qualifying provision of what type of court is necessary, while the second requirement substitutes one standard of guarantees (i.e. independence and impartiality) for the other (i.e. recognized as indispensable by civilized peoples).

When it comes to the second prohibition, AP II does exactly what it purports to do, enumerating a list of six guarantees in the following sub-sections. These substitutions succeed in developing and supplementing the prohibition without modifying it. With respect to the first prohibition, however, by simply removing the qualifier “regularly constituted court”, Article 6 does nothing to “develop or supplement” the Common Article 3 prohibition. It in fact loosens it. Furthermore, it is hard to reconcile the deletion of the “regularly constituted” requirement with the disclaimer regarding the unmodified application of Common Article 3. Yet the reason for the deletion is clear enough. The ICRC Commentary to the Draft Additional Protocols of 1973 admits that “the words “regularly constituted”, qualifying the word “court” in Common Article 3, were removed, as some experts considered that it was not very likely that such a court could be regularly constituted within the meaning of national legislation if it were set up by the insurgent party”. One may therefore be justified in questioning, in the specific case of the legal basis for the passing of sentences, whether this

56 Zegveld, above note 12, p. 69.
57 Article 1(1), Protocol Additional to the Geneva Conventions of 12 August 1949, and Relating to the Protection of Victims of Non-International Armed Conflicts (AP II).
58 ICRC, Commentary to Draft Additional Protocols, above note 9, p. 142.
Protocol which purports to develop Common Article 3 does not, in fact, end up contradicting it.

The problem, however, goes beyond mere consistency of application. First, the lack of universal ratification, especially in countries experiencing internal conflict, means that AP II often does not apply to situations of non-international armed conflict. Second, the threshold gap means that a conflict may trigger the application of Common Article 3 but not AP II. In either case, it is difficult to imagine how the provisions of Common Article 3 can be “developed and supplemented” by further provisions of AP II which do not necessarily apply to the situation at all. It is also difficult to reconcile the fact that a provision which applies to a lower threshold of conflict (i.e. Common Article 3) is actually narrower in terms of the conditions under which it will allow the passing of sentences (i.e. the requirement of “regularly constituted court”). This specific anomaly relevant to the passing of sentences actually contradicts the Commentary to AP II on the general relationship between AP II and Common Article 3:

The Conference chose in favour of the solution which makes the scope of protection dependent on intensity of the conflict. Thus, in circumstances where the conditions of application of the Protocol are met, the Protocol and Common Article 3 will apply simultaneously, as the Protocol’s field of application is included in the broader one of Common Article 3.

Yet one must not lose sight of the essential reality: a court established by law can still result in an unfair trial, while one which offers all the essential guarantees cannot. Therefore a disproportionate emphasis on the legal basis requirement at the expense of judicial guarantees could result in the weakening of protection for those not, or no longer, participating in hostilities, especially when one considers that these courts will continue to operate whether they meet international obligations or not.

3.1.1. The first requirement: legal basis

One aspect of the term “regularly constituted court” on which many authorities tend to agree is that the definition is difficult to pin down. The US Supreme Court, in its recent landmark Hamdan decision, notes that the term is “not

---


60 On “regularly constituted court” as a more difficult prerequisite than AP II, see Peter Rowe, The Impact of Human Rights Law on Armed Forces, Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, 2006. See also below on ONUSAL.

61 Sandoz et al., above note 13, para. 4457.

62 See for example, Zegveld, above note 12, p. 69.
specifically defined in either Common Article 3 or its accompanying commentary”. In order to help clarify the term, the Hamdan majority looked to the Commentary on Article 66 of Geneva Convention IV, which associates the “properly (or regularly) constituted courts” of an occupying power with its own “ordinary military courts”. Article 66 declares that an occupying power may establish such courts in the territory it occupies for the purposes of adjudicating breaches of the laws it enacts under the exceptional authority of Article 64. Yet the fact that the Civilian Convention creates an explicit legal basis for courts of the occupying power, while Common Article 3 contains no such explicit basis, is not particularly relevant in considering the meaning of “regularly constituted” with respect to an armed opposition group. The Civilian Convention is of course only applicable to conflicts between states, and therefore does not consider the disparity between states and armed opposition groups when it comes to the legal basis for establishing courts. In the case of Hamdan, the Supreme Court was only concerned with the courts established by the state party, and did not touch on issues that could be prejudicial to the rights of armed opposition groups. This illustrates that for the purposes of non-international armed conflict, the definition of “regularly constituted court” must be seen as particularly nuanced in relation to definitions of similar terms appearing in the Geneva Conventions dealing with international armed conflict.

The ICRC Study concludes that in both international armed conflict and non-international armed conflict, the customary standard for passing sentence is a “fair trial offering all the essential guarantees”. Unfortunately, in discussing this rule the analysis does not distinguish between the two types of conflict, even though it does so, for example, with regard to the Rule on Detention. One may wonder whether an opportunity to provide for some nuance with respect to the anomaly of disparity in non-international armed conflict was therefore lost. Even though the Rule itself does not make reference to the Common Article 3 standard, the accompanying discussion nevertheless makes a determinative finding on the requirements of “regularly constituted court” in the context of both Common Article 3 regulating non-international armed conflict and Additional Protocol I Article 75 regulating international armed conflict. However, the definition is not based on analysis of state practice or opinio juris, but rather is limited to the opinion of the authors. After establishing that human rights treaties require the “competent tribunal” and “established by law” criteria, the ICRC Study declares, “A court is regularly constituted if it has been established and organized in accordance with the laws and procedures already in force in a country.” The Introduction to the ICRC Study further states that “international humanitarian law contains concepts the interpretation of which needs to include a reference to human rights law, for example the provision that no one may be convicted for a

64 ICRC, Commentary IV, above note 7, p. 340.
65 See Rule 100 in Henckaerts and Doswald Beck, above note 20, Vol. 1, p. 353.
66 Ibid., p. 355.
crime other than by a “regularly constituted court…”.”67 The human rights _renvoi_ suggests a state monopoly interpretation. Yet, as has been shown above in section 2, human rights obligations did not exist at the time when Common Article 3 was drafted.

One possibility is that the ICRC Study takes a _lex specialis_ approach, wherein the substance of the law is determined by the more detailed rule. In two advisory opinions, the ICJ has ruled that when it comes to armed conflict, it is IHL which becomes the _lex specialis_.68 Yet in the case of passing sentences related to an armed conflict, a _lex specialis_ favouring the human rights obligations would be tenable, as the provisions of the ICCPR, the ECHR and the American Convention on Human Rights (ACHR) are all more detailed than Common Article 3 when it comes to procedural due process.69 Another possibility is that the ICRC Study applies a _lex posterior_ approach, wherein the development of new and overarching legal norms affects the interpretation of existing norms.70 Still, both of these approaches require more attention when it comes to the regulation of non-international armed conflict; to the extent that human rights obligations do not apply to armed opposition groups, there is no _lex specialis_ or _lex posterior_ regulating their conduct at all. A better explanation would be a quasi-_lex posterior_ approach in which the human rights “prescribed by law” criteria is imported into the IHL “regularly constituted” legal basis definition. It would also be consistent with Paust, who asserts that Common Article 3(1)(d) “incorporates customary human rights into due process by reference, and thus, all of the provisions of Article 14 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights”.

In a pre-AP II discussion on the meaning of Common Article 3(1)(d), James Bond advocated a functional approach to the requirements, noting that “Guerrillas, after all, are not apt to carry black robes and white wigs in their backpacks.”72 His cocktail of criteria was based on appropriateness, “whether the appropriate authorities, operating under appropriate powers, created the court

67 Ibid., p. xxxi.
68 _Legality of the Threat or Use of Nuclear Weapons_, ICJ, Advisory Opinion, 8 July 1996, para. 25; _Legal Consequences of the Construction of a Wall in the Occupied Palestinian Territory_, ICJ, Advisory Opinion, 9 July 2004, para. 106.
70 Further evidence suggesting an adoption of the _lex posterior_ approach is found in the ICRC Study, above note 20, at p. 349: “Since the adoption of the Geneva Conventions, there has been a significant development in international human rights law relating to the procedures required to prevent arbitrary deprivation of liberty.” One of the editors of the ICRC study has also stated that, “…international humanitarian law rules, although very advanced by 1949 standards, have now fallen behind the protections provided by Human Rights treaties”, see Louise Doswald-Beck, “Human Rights and Humanitarian Law: Are there Some Individuals Bereft of all Legal Protection?”, _ASIL Proceedings_ 2004, p. 356.
under appropriate standards.” While this definition at least provides some implicit recognition of the problems associated with disparity, it is not necessarily helpful in answering the question raised by Zegveld above, as to what specifically is expected of armed opposition groups. It is especially the first two criteria that are problematic, as they relate to the legal basis requirement, while the third criterion relates to the judicial guarantees requirement.

In none of the definitions already discussed has precision been an essential feature. These definitions have been framed in the context of international responsibility, an area of law often intentionally laced with the ambiguity of political expediency. Yet the same cannot be said when it comes to individual criminal responsibility. In drafting the Elements of Crime of the Statute of the ICC, states were faced with the task of creating sufficient specificity to meet the requirements of the legality (i.e. *nullum crimen sine lege*) general principle of international criminal law. There were no legal precedents to work from, as individual responsibility for non-international armed conflict did not generally exist at international law prior to the ICTY *Tadić* (Jurisdiction) decision of 1995, and none of the subsequent trials from either ad hoc tribunal was faced with the issue of insurgent courts. Of course the Elements were drafted in the specific context of the criminal responsibility of the individual, but as the wording of ICC Article 8(2)(c) is functionally identical to that of Common Article 3, the Elements are still a useful tool of interpretation. The definition of the Elements of Crime is also valuable in that it was drafted by signatories of the ICC Statute, and thereby represents the views of a number of states.

Element 4 of Article 8(2)(c)(iv) surprisingly borrows from AP II Article 6(2) in defining a “regularly constituted” court:

> There was no previous judgement pronounced by a court, or the court that rendered judgement was not “regularly constituted”, that is, *it did not afford the essential guarantees of independence and impartiality*, or the court that rendered judgement did not afford all other judicial guarantees generally recognized as indispensable under international law. (emphasis added)

The repetition of the words “the court that rendered judgment” indicates that the definition of “regularly constituted court” is limited to that in italics above, specifically “independence and impartiality”. The final phrase would then

---
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refer to the second requirement of judicial guarantees as separate from the legal basis itself. Such an interpretation, however, confuses the definition of the legal basis of Common Article 3 with that of the essential guarantees of AP II. The adopted Element can be compared with an earlier draft proposal by Belgium which did in fact correctly separate the legal basis and essential guarantees. It listed three distinct situations where the passing of sentence would amount to a war crime: “either no previous judgment was pronounced, or the previous judgment was not pronounced by a regularly constituted court or did not offer all the essential guarantees which are generally recognised as indispensable”.78

The uneasy relationship between AP II Article 6(2) and Common Article 3(1)(d) has already been discussed above, where it was noted that the “regularly constituted court” requirement was adapted based on the concerns of some experts who thought that armed opposition groups would not be able to establish such courts under the meaning of national law. It therefore appears odd that the drafters of the Elements of Crime simply imported the AP II Article 6(2) standard (and the wrong one, at that) to define “regularly constituted court”, when the drafters of the actual ICC Statute maintained the Common Article 3(1)(d) wording. As the discussion on equality of belligerents has revealed, AP II only survived by removing all reference to the parties. Furthermore, the high threshold, including the requirement of territorial control to the extent that armed opposition groups would be able to implement the Protocol, was a vital condition to get states to agree to adopt AP II.79 It is of further interest to note that the threshold for the application of Article 8(2)(c)(iv) has been set objectively lower than that of AP II, as the former requires neither territorial control nor ability to implement the provisions of the Article.80 The gap therefore becomes actual rather than theoretical, at least in terms of individual responsibility. The Elements of Crime at any rate takes the view that, with respect to the legal basis, the IHL of AP II becomes the lex specialis for any non-international armed conflict. The lack of any qualification to the word “court” in AP II Article 6(2) would justify an interpretation that this provision does not incorporate the “established by law” requirements of human rights law and would allow for the establishment of ad hoc courts.81

From the above analysis, it is clear that there is no agreement on the meaning of the term “regularly constituted court” when it comes to the insurgent party. Proposed definitions either brush over the nuances of disparity, are vague, or fail to adequately engage the substantive differences between Common Article 3

79 See for example CDDH/SR.49/ANNEX, explanation of vote on Material Field of Application, statement of Ghana.
80 ICC Article 8(2)(d) states, “Paragraph 2 (c) applies to armed conflicts not of an international character and thus does not apply to situations of internal disturbances and tensions, such as riots, isolated and sporadic acts of violence or other acts of a similar nature.”
81 To the extent that “established by law” may be considered non-derogable, this reasoning would be problematic. See below.
and AP II. The impact of AP II Article 6(2) has been to highlight the problem of Common Article 3(1)(d), but even if AP II is considered to be the *lex specialis* with respect to human rights law, it does not provide a universal solution, due to both the application gap and the threshold gap.

3.1.2. The second requirement: judicial guarantees

As has already been noted, when it comes to judicial guarantees, AP II clarifies Common Article 3 without expanding it. Therefore the AP II standards can be applied universally with respect to the second prohibition. Most of the guarantees listed in Article 6(2)(a–f) are not affected by the disparity between states and armed opposition groups, although armed opposition groups may find them difficult to apply due to factual capabilities. They are conceptually no different than, for example, the requirement to provide education to children under Article 4(3)(a). It is only the first sentence of Article 6(2)(c), an enumeration of the *nullum crimen sine lege* principle, that presents a potential inequality problem.

The relevant provision states, “no one shall be held guilty of any criminal offence on account of any act or omission which did not constitute a criminal offence, under the law, at the time when it was committed”. The Commentary points out the difficulty caused by disparity, or the “special context of non-international armed conflicts”, explaining that “The possible coexistence of two sorts of national legislation, namely that of the States and that of the insurgents, makes the concept of national law rather complicated in this context.”

Zegveld asserts that since the final wording seems to have come from Article 15 of the ICCPR, the provision “must therefore be understood as referring to state law”. Bothe et al. take a more expansive view, asserting that the deletion of the ICCPR “national and international law” terminology at the CDDH “should be understood as broadening, not as limiting the concept of “law””. The broader view would mean that armed opposition groups would be able to meet the *nullum crimen sine lege* criterion by relying on international law with respect to international crimes, while relying on either existing state legislation or their own existing “legislation” to prosecute crimes related to the mere participation in hostilities. Under the narrow view, armed opposition groups would not be able to rely on their own “legislation” with respect to mere participation-related crimes, although they could apply existing government legislation, for example, trying government soldiers for murder.

3.1.3. The diplomatic conferences

It is easy to imagine the objections that states, especially those engaged in non-international armed conflict, would have to recognizing a right of armed
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opposition groups to establish courts. Unfortunately, the intention of the drafters of Common Article 3 is difficult to discern from the Official Records of the Geneva Conference. The discussions had been mainly focused on whether the Geneva Conventions should apply in their entirety in cases of non-international armed conflict, and it was only towards the end of the Conference that the 2nd Working Party of the Special Committee came up with an exhaustive, limited list of provisions which were to become Common Article 3.\(^85\) The Official Records give no indication as to how the passing of sentences prohibition ended up in the enumerated list, and contain no discussion on the meaning of “regularly constituted court”.

One important difference between the negotiations in 1949 and those in 1974–7 is that in the latter instance states were aware of their human rights obligations and hence the “established by law” requirement. While the discussions at the CDDH related the sensitivity of the issue, they did little to clarify it. The CDDH negotiations were based on the 1973 AP II draft Article 10 which stipulated:

No sentence shall be passed or penalty inflicted upon a person found guilty of an offence in relation to the armed conflict without previous judgment pronounced by a court offering the guarantees of independence and impartiality which are generally recognized as essential ... \(^86\)

The ICRC delegate began the discussion by emphasizing that draft Article 10 should be considered in light of the fact that Article 1 on the high threshold of application, including territorial control, had already been passed by the drafting committee.\(^87\) The intention of such a comment was most probably to ensure that states recognized that the adoption of a provision with a wider scope of application than Common Article 3 would only be applicable to high-threshold conflicts. She then stated that it was no longer hypothetical for armed opposition groups to be in a position to try persons, and added, “La Partie insurgée pourrait utiliser à cette fin les tribunaux existant sur la partie du territoire qu’elle contrôle et qui pourraient continuer à fonctionner, ou pourrait créer des tribunaux populaires.”\(^88\) The ICRC was therefore in favour of the right of armed opposition groups to establish courts, at least in conflicts wherein the armed opposition group asserts territorial control and meets the other AP II threshold requirements. Significantly, the ICRC delegate framed this assertion in the context of the subsequently abandoned draft Article 5 on equality of rights and obligations of the parties, implying that equality of belligerents was an underlying principle of the legal basis interpretation.\(^89\)

Many state delegates, recognizing the difficulties in reconciling disparity and equality in terms of insurgent courts, also made reference to draft Article 5

\(^85\) See 28th Meeting of the Special Committee, *Official Records*, II-B, p. 83.
\(^86\) CDDH/I.
\(^87\) CDDH/I/SR.33, para. 24.
\(^88\) Ibid., para. 24. The French text is presented above as authoritative due to ambiguity in the English text.
\(^89\) Ibid., para. 24; see also above, on draft Article 5.
and counselled caution in drafting the provision on due process.\textsuperscript{90} The UK delegate stated that “the principle that “the rights and duties of the Parties to the conflict under the present Protocol are equally valid for all of them” must clearly be given special consideration when provisions concerning penal law were being drafted”.\textsuperscript{91} Yet none of the state delegate statements referred to above indicated whether they agreed with the ICRC delegate on the legal basis issue. It was only the Nigerian delegate who explicitly recognized that rebels “could certainly set up courts with a genuine legal basis”.\textsuperscript{92} The general warnings in connection with draft Article 5, and the subsequent jettisoning of that article, suggest that many states recognized with apprehension that their monopoly on the legislative and judicial branches of government was at stake.

With respect to the second prohibition regarding judicial guarantees, states also voiced their concern over the scope of the \textit{nullum crimen sine lege} principle as discussed above. Although the initial ICRC draft only contained the term “law”, intermediate drafts contained the expression “national or international law”\textsuperscript{93} as imported directly from Article 15 of the ICCPR.\textsuperscript{94} This formulation was not well received. The Argentinean delegate expressed concern over the ambiguity of the term “national law”, questioning whether a government involved in an non-international armed conflict would “recognize the idea of “rebel law””.\textsuperscript{95} The Mexican delegate called the meaning “vague”, noting that “no clear idea of it had emerged from the debate”.\textsuperscript{96} Some delegations threatened that they would vote to exclude the entire sub-paragraph (d) if the wording was maintained,\textsuperscript{97} and in the end the Conference reverted to the original, unqualified “law”.\textsuperscript{98}

3.2. Evidence of practice in the passing of sentences by armed opposition groups

The vast majority of evidence of actual practice on the issue of insurgent courts is either not well documented or remains confidential.\textsuperscript{99} While the current study

\textsuperscript{90} In addition to the UK delegate, see Spanish delegate, CDDH/I/SR.34, para. 28, and Soviet delegate, CDDH/I/SR.34, para. 42.

\textsuperscript{91} CDDH/I/SR.29, para. 45.

\textsuperscript{92} CDDH/I/SR.34, para.20.

\textsuperscript{93} CDDH/I; CDDH/I/GT/88.

\textsuperscript{94} ICCPR Article 15 states:1. No one shall be held guilty of any criminal offence on account of any act or omission which did not constitute a criminal offence, under national or international law, at the time when it was committed. Nor shall a heavier penalty be imposed than the one that was applicable at the time when the criminal offence was committed. If, subsequent to the commission of the offence, provision is made by law for the imposition of the lighter penalty, the offender shall benefit thereby.2. Nothing in this article shall prejudice the trial and punishment of any person for any act or omission which, at the time when it was committed, was criminal according to the general principles of law recognized by the community of nations.

\textsuperscript{95} CDDH/I/64, para. 54.

\textsuperscript{96} Ibid., para. 78.

\textsuperscript{97} CDDH/I/262, fn. 1.

\textsuperscript{98} The actual wording adopted was proposed by the Pakistan amendment, CDDH/427.

\textsuperscript{99} In personal correspondence with Knut Dörmann, Deputy Director of ICRC Legal Division, the author was informed that no ICRC experience with insurgent courts exists in the public domain. ICRC archives are kept confidential for forty years.
does not purport to present a full survey of practice, it will look at two cases where relevant information is available. Rebel practice and opinion is presented without prejudice to the issue of whether it goes towards the formation of customary law. The author submits that a comprehensive survey on practice concerning rebel courts would be a valuable endeavour for any future research, as well as for international efforts to promote armed group compliance with IHL.

3.2.1. The El Salvador conflict

The conflict in El Salvador during the 1980s and 1990s is one of the few in which insurgent courts have received any international attention whatsoever. Security Council Resolution 693(1991) established the UN Observer Mission in El Salvador (ONUSAL), which interpreted its mission to include compliance with IHL as well as human rights commitments of the parties to the conflict. Significantly, the El Salvador conflict was the first instance of the application of AP II, and therefore provides some insight into the relationship between the requirements of the two non-international armed conflict instruments. During the El Salvador conflict the Farabundo Martí National Liberation Front (FMLN) passed sentence on, and executed, suspected government agents and collaborators. The group stressed that it was “endeavouring to assure that its methods of struggle comply with the stipulations of Article 3 of the Geneva Conventions and Additional Protocol II”, and pointed to AP II Article 6(2) as the legal basis for its rebel courts. The FMLN further alleged that compliance “does not require the tribunal to have been set up according to government law in effect”.

In its Third Report, the ONUSAL Human Rights Division confirmed the norm of AP II 6(2) to be a “broader precept” than that of Common Article 3(1)(d), and in the same paragraph ONUSAL proclaimed that the “regularly constituted court” requirement is one which “an insurgent force may have difficulty meeting” while agreeing that “any responsible and organized entity can and must observe the principles established in article 6 of Additional Protocol II”. The Report goes on to consider the principles of independence and impartiality, which suggests that ONUSAL applied the AP II legal basis requirement exclusively.

The FMLN sentenced individuals under its own “penal procedural law” that contained precise sanctions for each of the commonly committed infractions
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in relation to the armed conflict.\textsuperscript{105} Consequently, the nullum crimen sine lege problem of the second prohibition was at issue. In its memo the FMLN justified its actions:

Nor is it necessary according to [the government law] that the guilt of the accused must be proven; rather Protocol II presupposes the coexistence of “national legislation of the State with insurgent legislation”. As a result of this interpretation, each of the contending parties shall be able to try according to their own law in effect.\textsuperscript{106}

Furthermore, the FMLN argued that the “type of tribunal and law required by Protocol II have had to have been adapted to the existence and capacity of the contending party”.\textsuperscript{107}

The watchdog organization Americas Watch agreed with the opinion of the FMLN that “Article 6 of Protocol II undeniably presupposes that either of the contending parties has the authority to try and punish penal infractions committed in relation to the armed conflict”.\textsuperscript{108} Americas Watch expressly agreed with the FMLN interpretation that AP II envisions two sets of national legislation, whereby the armed opposition group may have legislative authority over the territory it controls, but it did not accept that the standards should be adjusted according to the capacity of the party,\textsuperscript{109} a reference to its physical capability rather than legal capacity. As Zegveld notes, ONUSAL implicitly accepted the right of the FMLN to legislate over the territory it controlled by the fact that it examined the armed group’s penal provisions.\textsuperscript{110}

The El Salvador conflict also provides evidence of practice on armed opposition group prosecution of its own members for violations of the laws of war. According to Human Rights Watch, the FMLN announced that it would prosecute two of its own members for the January 1991 summary execution of two US servicemen after their helicopter had been shot down. The El Salvador government demanded that the FMLN members be handed over to its own state judicial system, and warned that any national or foreign individuals participating in an FMLN trial would be subject to prosecution under El Salvador law. The trial apparently never took place, since the FMLN decided instead to hand over the accused to the national truth and reconciliation process.\textsuperscript{111} Human Rights Watch “expressed “disappointment” that the FMLN had not made more progress in fulfilling its obligations under international law to punish gross abusers”,\textsuperscript{112} although it is not clear that such an obligation in fact existed at the time, or even
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ONUSAL did not report on the incident at all, most likely because it considered incidents which occurred prior to the launching of the Human Rights Verification Mission on 23 July 1991 to be outside its competence, “save in exceptional circumstances”.  

3.2.2. The Nepal conflict

The question looms as to what would have been the outcome had the El Salvador conflict been one in which AP II did not apply and the “regularly constituted” court requirement was the only one applicable. Such a question becomes relevant to the recent conflict in Nepal between the Communist Party of Nepal-Maoist (CPN-M) insurgent group and government forces. Although the factual situation of territorial control and sustained military operations (including 13,000 killed over a decade-long conflict) indicates that the AP II threshold has most likely been met, Nepal is not a party to the Protocol, and therefore Common Article 3 remains the only applicable conventional standard. A comprehensive peace agreement was signed in late 2006, which seems to be holding in general at the time of writing.

The CPN-M established “People’s Courts”, which operated during hostilities and reportedly blossomed after the cessation of hostilities. Furthermore, the CPN-M has created its own “wartime and transitional” comprehensive public legal code from 2003/04, which covers civil provisions as well as penal provisions both related and unrelated to the conflict. Article 2(9) established the legal basis of People’s Courts, stipulating that prosecutions shall be carried out “by the Peoples’ Prosecutor and decisions by the peoples’ Court”. Article 4(1) creates a duty to safeguard the Communist Party of Nepal, the Peoples’ Liberation Army, the Peoples Government and the Central Peoples’ Council, while Article 4(4)&(5) states:

4. Whoever commits or attempts to conspire or join the enemy or commits dishonesty against these agencies, persons, institutions and ideologies in defiance of the aforementioned duty, shall be punished with 10 years labour imprisonment based on the opinion of the ordinary people depending on the stage, planning, situation and severity of the offence.

5. Whoever collects arms, money or property with the intent to commit an insurgency against the Peoples’ Government by creating hostility,
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113 See below. At the time of the incident, violations of Common Article 3 were not considered to entail individual criminal responsibility at international law. Even though the victims were agents of another state, the conflict, at least in this context, remained non-international, as the United States was allied with the El Salvador government. Therefore there was no international obligation to prosecute, although the situation would be different today in the light of the individual responsibility in non-international armed conflict.


confrontation, and hatred, in order to weaken fraternity at the national, regional, and international levels, and in relations with friendly nations, shall be punished with labour imprisonment not exceeding five years and the money and goods as collected shall be confiscated.

These provisions clearly provide “legislative” authority for the passing of sentence on individuals for acts hostile to the armed opposition group. The Code does not provide sanctions for specific war crimes, but it does for murder, battery, sexual offences (only if the victim is a woman), illegal detention and theft in general.\(^{117}\) It is not the intention of the author here to analyse whether the judicial guarantees are in line with the standards of the law of non-international armed conflict. However, what can be determined is that this “national” law provides both a legal basis and meets the *nullum crimen sine lege* requirements for the enumerated provisions (assuming, of course, that it is in fact national law). Under AP II these courts would most likely be prima facie acceptable, while under the “regularly constituted” requirement of Common Article 3, they would be problematic under a definition which incorporates human rights provisions qua human rights.

The OHCHR has stated, “OHCHR believes that the abductions, related investigations and punishment related to the “people’s courts”, including holding people in private houses, fail to provide minimum guarantees of due process and fair trial by an independent court”.\(^{118}\) The same report further declares that internal investigations of “abuses” by CPN-M members “cannot substitute for prosecutions carried out in a state court”.\(^{119}\) There is no mention in the report of whether the OHCHR applies IHL at all, and if so, whether its comments apply only to a post-conflict situation, in which human rights law would be the only applicable regime.\(^{120}\) Yet it does note “the need to ensure full implementation of the CPN-M’s repeatedly stated commitment to human rights and humanitarian principles”.\(^{121}\) At any rate, the OHCHR seems to indicate that state courts are the only tribunals which may prosecute criminal acts.

4. Passing sentence on the capacity to pass sentence

4.1. The scenarios of prosecution

There are two distinct situations in which an armed opposition group would consider prosecutions in relation to the armed conflict: (i) for the perpetration of international crimes, by either its own members, opposing forces or civilians; and

---

\(^{117}\) See Public Legal Code, Articles 6, 7, 9, 12 &16.


\(^{119}\) Ibid., p. 8.

\(^{120}\) The OHCHR-Nepal mandate includes the monitoring of IHL as per the 10 April 1995 agreement with the government of Nepal. See http://nepal.ohchr.org/en/index.html (last visited 18 September 2007).

\(^{121}\) OHCHR-Nepal, above note 118, p. 8.
(ii) for merely participating in, or aiding in the participation in, hostilities against the armed opposition group.

The following analysis will examine whether either of these situations impose further international law obligations on armed opposition groups and/or their members in terms of responsibility to punish, and how these obligations may interact with the “passing of sentences” prohibitions of Common Article 3 and AP II.

4.1.1. Armed opposition group prosecution of perpetrators of international crimes

A general trend of international law has developed in which there should be no impunity for international crimes committed during armed conflict. The prohibition on impunity covers all individuals, whether part of state armed forces or rebel forces, or civilians (including political office holders). In certain circumstances, international law may (or may not) impose obligations on either entities or individuals to prosecute suspected perpetrators of international crimes in relation to an armed conflict. The scope of these obligations is somewhat different; individual responsibility encompasses only superior–subordinate relationships, and therefore does not cover crimes committed by the opposing party, while international responsibility may do so, depending on the circumstance, as it can involve universal jurisdiction or jurisdiction based on the territoriality or nationality principles.

*International Responsibility.* The penal-sanctions provision of the Geneva Convention grave-breached regime requires the high contracting party to “enact legislation necessary to provide effective penal sanctions” for persons responsible for grave breaches, and to “bring such persons … before its own courts” or “hand such persons over for trial to another High Contracting Party”. The grave-breached regime includes crimes that are also considered to be crimes in non-international armed conflict, such as wilful killing and torture, but the *Tadić* Appeals Chamber ruled that grave breaches only apply to international armed conflict as the law currently stands.

The overwhelming view, supported by *Nicaragua*, is that common Article 1 requiring states to “respect and ensure respect” for the Geneva

123 The term “entity” is used to include both armed opposition group and state responsibility.
124 Convention I Article 50; Convention II Article 50; Convention III Article 129; Convention IV Article 146.
125 ICTY, *Tadić* (Jurisdiction), above note 19, paras. 80–84. If grave breaches were to apply to non-international armed conflict (as the United States argued in *Tadić*), questions of equality would arise since the obligation only applies to states.
Conventions now applies to non-international armed conflict, even though the Commentary to the Geneva Conventions expressly states that it does not.\(^\text{128}\) Yet these opinions only consider whether the obligation applies either to the state engaged in such a conflict or to other states (the latter being the situation in Nicaragua). Zegveld considers the applicability of Common Article 1 to armed opposition groups, suggesting that “it may be inferred that it applies equally to armed opposition groups”.\(^\text{129}\) She further surmises that an obligation to prosecute “may be deduced”, but she then fails to find much international practice to support such an obligation. However, the fact that Common Article 3 binds “each party to the conflict”, while Common Article 1 refers distinctly to undertakings of the “High Contracting Parties”, rather indicates that conventional obligations of armed opposition groups are limited to those contained in Common Article 3, and can not be “deduced” so easily.

The ICRC Study finds a parallel customary obligation in Rule 139: “each party to the conflict must respect and ensure respect for international humanitarian law”.\(^\text{130}\) Yet for the “ensure respect” obligation of armed opposition groups, the evidence is not convincing, as it is limited to state participants in the conflicts in the former Yugoslavia (where it was unclear at the time whether the law of non-international armed conflict applied at all), two instances of intervention by the UN Security Council and the practice of the ICRC, a non-state entity. In terms of obligation to prosecute, Rule 158 of the ICRC Study, applying to both international armed conflict and non-international armed conflict, finds that

States must investigate war crimes allegedly committed by their nationals or armed forces, or on their territory, and, if appropriate, prosecute the suspects. They must also investigate other war crimes over which they have jurisdiction and, if appropriate, prosecute the suspects.\(^\text{131}\)

The difference \textit{ratione personae} between Rule 139 and Rule 158 indicates that the ICRC Study finds an obligation on states to prosecute war crimes in non-international armed conflict, while no similar obligation is extended to armed opposition groups. Henckaerts, a co-editor of the Customary Study, has stated in another context that IHL imposes an obligation to prosecute war criminals without clarifying whether this obligation is on both the state and non-state party to a non-international armed conflict.\(^\text{132}\) As discussed above with respect to the FMLN, Human Rights Watch seems to consider there to be an international obligation on armed opposition groups to prosecute “gross abusers”. Although the report does not clarify the obligation, one can assume that it refers to war crimes committed by members of its own ranks. If an IHL obligation exists, but only for the state, it would result in inequality of belligerents (creating a heavier burden on the state) as per our definition of section 1.

---

128 Commentary IV, above note 7, p. 16.
129 Zegveld, above note 12, p. 67.
131 Rule 158, ibid., pp. 607–11.
132 Henckaerts, above note 22, p. 133.
Individual responsibility. The jurisprudence of the ad hoc tribunals, the findings of the ICRC Study and the provisions of the ICC Statute all conclude that from the individual penal responsibility perspective, the obligation to punish is the same in non-international armed conflict as it is in international armed conflict. Moreover, in all cases, there is no indication that the responsibility is not the same for both state and armed opposition group superiors. The standard requires commanders and superiors to take all necessary and reasonable measures within their power, and it can be assumed that the “punishment” required for any war crime, crime against humanity or genocide would require penal prosecution – that is, would not be able to be met with mere disciplinary action. Paragraphs (a)(ii) and (b)(iii) of Article 28 of the ICC Statute require a superior or commander to take “all necessary and reasonable measures within his or her power to prevent or repress” crimes. The law as such, however, does not necessarily mean that armed opposition group superiors have an obligation to bring suspected war criminals before their own courts. For the purposes of prosecution, the armed opposition group superior may hand over a suspected war criminal to the established government, or to another state, if a willing one can be found. In fact, Acuña claims that with respect to the El Salvador conflict, the ICRC stated that, “in the presence of a serious violation of international humanitarian law, the rebels should have recourse to the national system of administration of justice”. The problem, however, is that armed opposition group superiors will most likely not be willing to discharge their duty by engaging the government party, and it is hardly reasonable that the law requires them to do so. What if the armed opposition group superior has reason to fear that the government courts are not independent and impartial, and no other state were willing?

Respect for IHL by armed opposition groups will not be gained by imposing obligations without considering corresponding rights. If they do not have the option to hand over suspects to their own system of criminal justice or to another state, then armed opposition group superiors may find themselves in the untenable position of having to hand over prisoners to the opposing state party in

133 ICTY Appeals Chamber, Prosecutor v. Hadzihasanovic et al., ICTY, IT-94-1-AR72 (Decision On Interlocutory Appeal Challenging Jurisdiction in Relation to Command Responsibility) (2003), para. 18: “wherever customary international law recognizes that a war crime can be committed by a member of an organized military force, it also recognizes that a commander can be penally sanctioned”.

134 Rule 153, Henckaerts and Doswald-Beck, above note 20, p. 558: “Commanders and other superiors are criminally responsible for war crimes committed by their subordinates if they knew, or had reason to know, that the subordinates were about to commit or were committing such crimes and did not take all necessary and reasonable measures in their power to prevent their commission, or if such crimes had been committed, to punish the persons responsible.” This Rule is listed as applying to non-international armed conflicts.

135 ICC Statute Article 28, entitled “Responsibility of commanders and other superiors”, imposes criminal responsibility “for crimes within the jurisdiction of the Court”. This clearly includes Articles 8(2)(c) and (e) regulating non-international conflict.

136 The Hadzihasanovic Decision, above note 133, does not include the “within their power” condition.

137 Crimes Against Humanity and Genocide are also covered by command responsibility, raising questions of obligations of armed opposition groups outside an armed conflict context.

138 Acuña, above note 100, n. 247 at p. 6.
order to discharge their individual obligations. It is more likely than not that in such a situation members of armed opposition groups would consider the impositions of international justice to be overly burdensome and prejudicial towards them, with the result that overall compliance would suffer.

4.1.2. Prosecution for mere participation in hostilities

Even more controversial is the ability of armed opposition groups to pass sentence on individuals – either government soldiers or others – for mere participation in hostilities or for aiding in such participation. Both the legal basis requirement and the *nullum crimen sine lege* criterion of the judicial guarantees requirement would pose potential problems for conflicts governed by Common Article 3. AP II conflicts would be less problematic, at least from the standpoint of IHL, due to the lack of legal basis requirement.

Unlike the prosecution of international crimes, international law is silent on this subject matter, so armed opposition groups would not be able to rely on further international law obligations to suggest subsequently flowing rights. Here, the disparity between states and armed opposition groups is most prevalent. States would consider similar conduct by armed opposition group members or supporters to fall under domestic criminal legislation and therefore would have the right (and possibly even the obligation, from a human rights point of view) to prosecute rebels and rebel collaborators.

The limited practice from section 3 shows that armed opposition groups have created penal codes for the purpose of punishing enemy soldiers or civilians for mere-participation-type crimes, and have established courts to judge such violations in both Common Article 3 and AP II-governed conflicts. A new trend may be emerging where armed opposition groups are showing an increasing ability not just to mimic the functions of the state, but to deliver services, including the administration of justice, more efficiently if not more effectively than the state.

As the propaganda value has not gone unnoticed, it is likely that more and more armed opposition groups who control territory will create parallel justice systems.

While it is not necessarily in the best interests of humanity to grant broad legislative and judicial powers to non-state actors, it must be remembered that IHL is rooted in the realities and exigencies of armed conflict, wherein the principle of equality of belligerents has been considered to be crucial for compliance with IHL. The legal capacity of armed opposition groups to administer justice remains tempered in that IHL would only envision such rights in situations amounting to armed conflict, and then only for conduct related to hostilities.

---

4.2. Towards a solution

A realistic solution should aim towards levelling the playing field, so that both sides of a non-international armed conflict will determine that it is in their best interest to refrain from carrying out the harshest measures.\(^\text{142}\) If it is generally acknowledged that armed opposition groups can establish and operate courts, there will be greater leverage towards creating ad hoc agreements with respect to analogous prisoner-of-war status and/or postponement of the death penalty. At the end of hostilities there is always a greater chance that amnesties will be granted for participation-related offences by whichever party ends up forming the government.\(^\text{143}\)

With these considerations in mind, a realistic solution should entail a mixture involving a loose interpretation of the legal basis, with emphasis on the judicial guarantees requirement. This would recognize that the rights implied by the prohibitions of Common Article 3 would be granted to those groups capable of fulfilling the conditions to exercise those rights. In fact, this would shift the focus back on to the obligations associated with the functioning of courts. In reality, an IHL norm that all but prevents armed opposition groups from operating courts will remain merely a norm. These courts would continue to exist, but their “illegal” nature would obstruct efforts to improve compliance with judicial guarantees. Therefore there is reason to believe that the protection of those individuals not or no longer participating in hostilities would at least be maintained, or even increased. Furthermore, the solution would be consistent with an effective equality of belligerents principle. The value of this final point should not be lost in encouraging the compliance of armed groups with IHL obligations. Armed opposition groups which have no interest in complying will not be swayed by international prohibitions. Others will be more likely to work towards compliance if they feel that the law allows them to meet their obligations without it being prejudicial towards them.

It is also important to consider at this juncture that the threshold of Common Article 3 should not be reduced to irrelevancy. IHL contains compromise solutions that should not be applied in situations short of substantial armed conflict. If the IHL of non-international armed conflict is to also entail rights for the non-state party, it is important that rights only arise in situations for which they were considered. Moreover, the different legal basis standards for Common Article 3 and AP II conflicts also remain relevant for practical reasons related to the control of territory. In conflicts where armed opposition groups do not have control of territory, it will be very difficult to meet the “regularly constituted” standard, even in a loose interpretation; it is hard to imagine that

\(^{142}\) A preferred solution would be to recognize PoW status in non-international armed conflict, or even to prohibit the death penalty until the end of hostilities, but states have been consistently unwilling to do so.

\(^{143}\) Both AP II Article 6(5) and the ICRC Customary Study Rule 159 state that at the end of hostilities, the authorities in power shall endeavour to grant the broadest possible amnesty. The ICRC study explicitly excludes those accused or convicted of war crimes.
“basement” or “portable” courts would be considered “regularly constituted”. When armed opposition groups control territory, however, the relevance of “regularly constituted” is reduced, as the proper means to establish courts would be available. Therefore the legal basis difference under a loose interpretation of “regularly constituted” actually acts as a safeguard in situations short of control of territory, while becoming largely obsolete when armed opposition groups do control territory. Besides being consistent with the equality of belligerents, it conforms to the spirit in which AP II was adopted, above, wherein control of territory appeared to be an essential precondition in negotiating AP II Article 6(2). Finally, as the provisions of AP II do not have customary law status in their entirety, and as many states involved in non-international armed conflict are not parties to the Protocol, the proposed solution would nevertheless reduce the practical differences between the standards.

As has been shown, human rights law was scripted only with states in mind, while IHL, under the principle of equality of belligerents, contemplates equal rights and obligations of states and armed opposition groups. It has also been shown that the philosophical origins of the two regimes differ in key respects. Provost warns that “cross-pollination” between IHL and human rights “must be done with an appreciation of the fundamental differences between the normative frameworks of human rights and humanitarian law”.144 In circumstances such as the passing of sentences related to the armed conflict, cross-pollination may be undesirable. Therefore it is valid to question the approach, above, wherein Common Article 3(1)(d) incorporates all of ICCPR Article 14.

Instead, we can revisit the Bond definition in order to derive its meaning.145 Since “appropriate” is based on circumstance, the ambiguity of the term is in fact its strong point. The “appropriate authorities” become those with obligations under Common Article 3, while the “appropriate powers” include those necessary to overcome the disparity of parties to a non-international armed conflict. IHL fair trial guarantees could import human rights law not qua human rights law, but by analogy, such that the equality of belligerents is respected. The legal basis requirement would thereby be met by insurgent “legislation” which establishes a penal tribunal. As already stated, the third criterion of “appropriate standards” is the definitive safeguard upon which any insurgent court must ultimately be judged, and upon which the most attention should be directed. On the other hand, it is important that in applying standards derived from the case law of the various human rights treaty bodies or various international standards, an IHL interpretation takes disparity into account. For example, the UN Basic Principles on the Independence of the Judiciary require constitutional protection of judicial independence, as well as statutory tenure standards for judges,146 while

145 Above, at note 72.
case law requires independence from the executive.\textsuperscript{147} To overcome disparity, focus should be on fairness rather than any institutional requirements.

The proposed solution of respecting the equality of belligerents wherever rights and obligations flow from international law norms regulating the subject matter of IHL is certainly not without drawbacks when it comes to fair trial rights. From a practical point of view, problems such as the uncertainty of territorial jurisdiction of insurgent penal legislation, as well as the subjecting of individuals to different and potentially contradictory criminal legislation, must be recognized as serious challenges. On the other hand, it would be contrary to the interests of justice if the hierarchy established by the ICC Statute provided an excuse for states to prosecute otherwise compliant insurgent personnel. Legal questions remain as to whether the term “law” is flexible enough to allow for armed opposition groups to create courts and legislation when the interaction of international criminal, humanitarian and human rights law comes out in the wash. Yet even to the extent that fair trial guarantees represent either non-derogable rights or peremptory norms, the creativity of the ICTY Appeals Chamber in defining special contexts of “established by law” can provide inspiration for accommodating interpretations which respect the equality of belligerents in non-international armed conflict. Otherwise, as was noted above, armed opposition groups will have the incentive simply to detain individuals indefinitely in order to avoid their international obligations. Such a solution is certainly far from perfect, but perfect solutions will have to wait “until that day”.

\textbf{Conclusion}

By nature, insurgent groups are transient. Neither their own members nor their adversaries want them to remain as insurgent groups. The very idea of a “regularly constituted” court therefore seems to be hostile to their nature, as the term “regular” implies continuity of some sort. One may easily question how institutions can be built to ensure the proper administration of justice when the goal of all concerned is to eliminate the status quo. “Jungle justice”, in its pejorative sense, is primitive and brutal, like the unscrupulous rebels whom one may imagine occupy the territory. The deadly serious implications of criminal justice warrant a cautious approach to any legal principle which purports to extend its administration to entities outside state control.

One such principle is the equality of belligerents in non-international armed conflict. This paper has argued that in order for the international humanitarian law principle of equality to be effective, the fair trial guarantees should not incorporate human rights criteria which \textit{de jure} prohibit an armed opposition group from establishing courts and passing sentences for offences related to the armed conflict. While such an approach may appear ill-advised, two

\textsuperscript{147} See collection of case law in Henckaerts and Doswald-Beck, above note 20, Vol. 1, p. 356.
considerations should be taken into account. First, the number of breaches of fair trial guarantees perpetrated by “regularly constituted” state courts would fill volumes. Second, insurgent courts will continue to operate whether or not they are sanctioned by international law.

Recently, the London Guardian quoted Mullah Omar, leader of the transient Taliban (once government, now armed opposition group) as intending to try President Hamid Karzai “in an Islamic court for the “massacre” of Afghan civilians”. Right or wrong, it is doubtful whether many Western observers would expect the fair trial guarantees to be observed if Karzai is captured. In Nepal, on the other hand, the OHCHR reports that local residents have reacted positively to Maoist People’s Courts with respect to serious crimes, and that in many cases these courts have been sought out by citizens due in part to “lack of trust” in the state criminal justice system. Such courts and the particular circumstances may or may not be governed by Common Article 3, but the OHCHR evaluation should at least deflect the prejudicial view of insurgent courts in general.

There are to date no instances in which an international body has accepted a sentence passed by an insurgent court to be in conformity with the obligations imposed by either Common Article 3 or AP II. However, there is also precious little reported practice to consider. This paper has further argued that the crucial aspect for the protection of individuals facing prosecution by insurgent courts is not the legal basis of those courts, but rather the judicial guarantees they offer. The challenges of establishing courts which offer all the fundamental guarantees are formidable. To a transient group, they become enormous. It is unlikely that all but the most organized armed opposition groups would be able to meet the standards. However, many armed opposition groups will endeavour to create such courts either out of a desire for justice or to influence public opinion. Some will be more sincere than others. No matter, the international engagement of such efforts will not only potentially result in improved compliance with fair trial requirements, but will also create opportunities for broader armed opposition group engagement to encourage compliance with the law of non-international armed conflict in general.

149 OHCHR-Nepal, above note 118, p. 4.